FAITH IS POWER

By The Late MANSHI KIYOAWA

"Little Lord Fauntleroy," recently introduced to the reading public in Japan in translation, shows how strong and far-reaching is the power of faith in others.

The grandfather of the Little Lord was an old noble of unusual abstemiousness, as every one who knows the story will remember. His heart was as cold as ice, completely removed from compassion and kindness; he was even called the incarnate of selfishness or egoism. The Little Lord's mother, however, being a wise woman, told her son nothing about the wickedness of her father-in-law. On the contrary, she described him as a most charitable man, and specially kind to children. She went so far as to say that no man might be found in the whole world so good as he. Fauntleroy believed this. Trusting his mother's word implicitly, he finally believed that the old man, his grandfather, was a merciful man. Hence an old man as wicked as a demon was thought to be as charitable as Buddha. A firm faith ran through the boy's life; never for a moment did he doubt. The old man, wicked as he was, felt awkward before this strong love of his artless grandchild. At last the grandfather yielded and became just as the grandfather Fauntleroy thought him to be a, kind-hearted old man. This is of course a fictitious story. But there is a profound moral in its depths.

In other to get on in the world, the most important thing is that we should find firm ground for our spirit to strike root in. We can build houses only on firm ground. Our spirit can not stand firm if it has no foundation: where there is no safe support there can be no activity. We are therefore compelled to find a foundation for our spirit to build on. What is that foundation? It is not wealth, nor power, nor social standing, nor learning. It is sincerity. Such a thing as wealth may be taken away by robbers and natural calamities. Such things as power and social standing may be lost through others' unfaithfulness or persecution. The learning that today's scholars are proud of, which exists mostly in their books and note-books, will disappear in fires and floods. Even illness will rob them of their learning. Sincerity is no such worthless thing; nor so powerless as these. Sincerity will not burn in the fire, neither come in water. No robber can take it away. No disease can destroy it. A drawn sword cannot kill it. It is constant, immovable, unshakable, imperishable, and so firm that even a great rock is not comparable to it. When you find this firm sincerity, then and there for the first time you have the very ground for your spirit to rest on. Once firm spiritual ground is found, energetic activities will soon appear.

Faith in others is the recognition of sincerity in another's heart, the discovery in another of the sincerity which is as firm as a huge rock. Our faith in our parents means that we recognize sincerity in them. Because we feel sincerity in our friends, we put faith in them. So, when we believe in others, we feel our spiritual foundation has been made the more solid and enlarged. Consequently we feel that the source of activity becomes greater and stronger. Thus our power grows before we are even aware of it. A wonderful courage rises within us. Normally we feel at ease, not awkward, in doing our work. Happiness, instead of pain, is ours. Our work itself naturally becomes better and broader in its scope.

A thing, which seems exceedingly preposterous at first, can easily be accomplished by putting faith in others. What was felt enormously difficult before, gradually becomes easy and can be done with promptness simply through believing in others. We can have great power within us through our faith in others. It was by dint of his faith in his grandfather that Little Lord Fauntleroy, a mere child, could stir an old man's heart that was as hard as iron through years of painful experiences in the world. The present writer himself has tested this many times in his own career. So his conviction is firmly established that faith in others is the source of our influence.

What a pity it is, however, that there are some men in the world who are wickedly disposed. They say that we can never believe others; if we believe them they will push us into a pit of difficulty. We must achieve success alone, without relying on others. But what a great mistake is this! If our faith in others be shaken by some slight betrayal, as some small injury to us, the very faith we put in them must be a very doubtful thing. A doubtful faith will never do. We will suffer from it, and that with good reason. The truth of the matter is this: the man who thinks he is injured by putting faith in others, is quite mistaken in his view of life; he suffers injury because he does not actually believe in others in the real sense of the word. He is pushed into a pitfall by his own unbelief. That is to be blamed in suspicion, not faith. If you face others with some suspicion, how can they but face you with suspicion? Suspicion breeding suspicion will hurt and injure both: no undertaking can be accomplished where it prevails. If you have any desire to accomplish something, you must surely trust others. Is it not through our faith in a doctor that we are healed? Is not our knowledge of things increased because of faith in a teacher? One can not be a good statesman so long as he casts suspicion upon the people of his own country. One has no right to say anything about the morals of men if he distrusts man. Administration is possible only when statesmen believe that the people will soon approve their policies if their plans are righteous. Morals are effectively advanced only through the belief that men can somehow be improved morally. The case is the same in the struggle for the world. This world is based on faith. To look at others with suspicions is to try to destroy the world. We cannot hope for the success of our undertakings unless we dispel suspicion. As scepticism is estracized as a self-contradiction in the academic world, so are those to be expelled from society as hopelessly contradictory elements who harbor suspicion to others and yet want to accomplish something.

We, guided by the above principle, should always remember that faith is power. We should trust others under all circumstances. We should trust our parents, friends, brothers, family and the country with all her people, and even the world and its inhabitants. Care must be taken here not to leave a shadow of suspicion in our belief in all these things. As a devoted child keeps trusting and thanking its parents whether they punish it or pat its head with tenderness, so we must continue to trust others through all the ups and downs of life. Thus our power becomes greater.

This is not an easy task, however. We are by nature easily Influenced by the outside world; very naturally the attitude of others towards us affects our faith in their trustworthiness. We can not truly believe in others in such a way. It is a transitory belief, a disingusted and false belief. No false belief can be a source of power, but it becomes the cause of our downfall. We must get rid of it at any cost and seek for true faith. How then shall we do it?

It is, after all, due to our superficial
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Growth, Activities of Waiaale Seinen Kyodan Told by Honda

BY TSUTOMU HONDA

(The following speech was given at the Fort Kyodan assembly on February 20, 1940.)

First of all, I would like to thank you members for the "kokua" rendered us in selling our benefit movie tickets.

Tonight Mr. Morimoto was supposed to speak to the Fort Seinen Kyodan on the activities of the Waiaale Seinen Kyodan, but due to other business, he could not appear tonight. I was asked to say a few words in his place.

I think you are familiar with the work of the Waiaale Kyodan for I am sure you have heard Reverend Takeda refer to our activities from time to time. It is a matter of record that our Seinen Kyodan was the first to be organized. Before speaking on our activities, perhaps, you would like to know how our unit organized.

It was in May, 1937 when five or six boys who felt the need of another young men's group and a night school got together to talk things over. At that time there was another club, the Young Men's Association. In existence. It was a good club, but the difficulty was that there was both young and middle-aged members in the organization. The ages of the members ranged from 18 to 35. As a result, very often the members could not see eye to eye. Under these circumstances there would not be harmony and cooperation in the club.

So, we decided to form a club made up of boys of about the same age. In this more congenial group, we felt the younger members would not be beset with inferiority complexes.

After much discussion with Rev. Matunaga, who is now at Wailuku, and Rev. Takeda, we all decided to organize the Waiaale Seinen Kyodan, with an affiliated night school to improve our Japanese. On July 26, 1937 we had our first initiation with 20 boys being initiated.

At first, the interest of every member was keen. Night school and services were attended regularly. For six months there was smooth sailing. Then the members began to complain, "Oh, its too dry. Its no fun." The membership began to dwindle. Finally the night school had to be abandoned. And even at our monthly service we had only 10 people at the most. Usually five or six made an attendance. We regretted having Rev. Takeda come a long distance to preach to a half a dozen or so members. Well, he went ahead to say he'll give his lecture even if one person attended. This encouraged us, and we showed him we were not down and out.

The few members that were left got together and planned things much more carefully this time. We decided to include the girls in the club, and to hold socials from time to time. A night school was also started again. Once again we set out for new members.
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